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Abstract 

Aims/hypothesis People with type 1 diabetes have reduced life expectancy (LE) compared 

with the general population. Our aim is to quantify mortality changes from 2002 to 2011 in 

people with type 1 diabetes in Sweden. 

Methods This study uses health records from the Swedish National Diabetes Register (NDR) 

linked with death records. Abridged period life tables for those with type 1 diabetes aged 20 

years and older were derived for 2002–06 and 2007–11 using Chiang’s method. Cox 

proportional hazard models were used to assess trends in overall and cause-specific mortality. 

Results There were 27, 841 persons aged 20 years and older identified in the NDR as living 

with type 1 diabetes between 2002 and 2011, contributing 194,685 person-years of follow-up 

and 2,018 deaths. For men with type 1 diabetes, the remaining LE at age 20 increased 

significantly from 47.7 (95% CI 46.6, 48.9) in 2002–06 to 49.7 years (95% CI 48.9, 50.6) in 

2007–11. For women with type 1 diabetes there was no significant change, with an LE at age 

20 of 51.7 years (95% CI 50.3, 53.2) in 2002–06 and 51.9 years (95% CI 50.9, 52.9) in 2007–

11. Cardiovascular mortality significantly reduced, with a per year HR of 0.947 (95% CI 

0.917, 0.978) for men and 0.952 (95% CI 0.916, 0.989) for women. 

Conclusions/interpretation From 2002–06 to 2007–11 the LE at age 20 of Swedes with type 

1 diabetes increased by approximately 2 years for men but minimally for women. These 

recent gains have been driven by reduced cardiovascular mortality. 

Keywords: Life expectancy; Relative mortality; Type 1 diabetes 

Abbreviations: eGFR, estimated GFR; ESRD, End stage renal disease; LE, life expectancy; 

NDR, Swedish National Diabetes Register; SMR, Standardised mortality ratio; UAE, Urinary 

albumin excretion rate  



Introduction 

It has long been established that people with type 1 diabetes have higher mortality and 

reduced life expectancy (LE) compared with the general population [1, 2]. Having accurate 

LE estimates allows us to identify gaps between populations in order to identify areas for 

potential improvement and quantify improvements in healthcare over time [3, 4]. LE 

estimates feed into life insurance premiums and allow insurance companies to quantify and 

manage risks [5, 6]. The information can also be used by people with diabetes to make better 

planning decisions about matters such as retirement [7]. 

Previous studies have estimated the impact of type 1 diabetes on mortality and LE and 

compared these with variables in the general population [1, 8–14]. There is some evidence 

that survival of people with type 1 diabetes relative to the general population has improved 

since the 1940s [6] and has continued to improve in recent years [15]. One Australian study 

comparing people with type 1 diabetes with the general population estimated that the 

standardised mortality ratio (SMR) decreased from 4.20 in 1997 to 3.08 in 2010 [16]. 

Similarly, LE has improved over time [5]. However, the gap still remains. A recent study in 

Scotland found that from 20 years of age, men and women with type 1 diabetes lose about 11 

and 13 years of LE, respectively, compared with the general population [17]. Renal and 

cardiovascular disease (CVD) have been identified as comorbidities that contribute to excess 

mortality, especially after the first 10 years from type 1 diabetes onset [12, 14, 18–21]. There 

is some evidence to suggest that improvements in diabetes care have delayed the progression 

of renal disease [14]. 

The current paper addresses whether mortality and LE have changed for men and 

women with type 1 diabetes in Sweden from 2002 to 2011, and examine how these changes 

compare with changes in the general population. In addition, we also explore whether any 

secular trends in mortality over this period can be explained by improvements in risk factors 

associated with diabetes-related complications and further investigate mortality by cause to 

examine where recent gains have been made. 

Methods 

This study uses Swedish data for those with type 1 diabetes and compares their mortality with 

that of the general population. 

Diabetes population The Swedish National Diabetes Register (NDR) stores individuals’ 

clinical details from registered centres across all of Sweden [22]. It records demographic 

data, diabetes duration and treatment modalities, as well as various risk factors measured at 

least annually and diabetes complications, from actual patient visits in primary healthcare or 

hospital outpatient clinics for all diabetes patients [23, 24]. 

This study is based on four sources of data: (1) risk factor data from the Swedish 

NDR (1 January 1987 to 31 December 2010); (2) hospital records of inpatient episodes from 

the National Inpatients Register (1 January 1987 to 31 December 2011) [25]; (3) death 

records (1 January 2002 to 31 December 2011); and (4) prescription data records (1 July 



2005 to 31 December 2011) [26]. The data were confidentially linked at the patient level by 

the NDR. The Central Ethical Review Board at the University of Gothenburg approved the 

study. 

Our sample included patients with type 1 diabetes who visited a clinic after 2002 and 

were registered in the NDR. The number of clinics that placed their patients’ data in the NDR 

rapidly increased from 2002 and currently there is nearly 90% coverage of the population 

with type 1 diabetes [27]. To ensure those with type 2 diabetes and emigrants are excluded, 

we defined a person as having type 1 diabetes if diagnosed under the age of 30 years, 

reported as being treated with insulin only at some clinic visit, and when alive, having had at 

least one prescription for insulin filled per year between 2006 and 2010 (full calendar years 

where prescription data were available) and without a prescription filled for metformin at any 

point between July 2005 and December 2010. A flow diagram with the numbers excluded at 

each criterion is given in electronic supplementary material (ESM) Fig. 1. Patients entered as 

being at risk of death from the date of their first NDR clinic visit after 1 January 2002 until 

they died or were censored at the final study date (31 December 2011). 

All HbA1c values were converted to National Glycohemoglobin Standardization 

Program (NGSP) standard levels [28]. Microalbuminuria was defined as two positive tests 

out of three samples taken within a year, with albumin/creatinine ratio 3–30 mg/mmol or 

urinary albumin excretion rate (UAE) of 20–200 µg/min or 20–300 mg/l and 

macroalbuminuria as albumin/creatinine ratio > 30 mg/mmol or UAE > 200 µg/min or > 300 

mg/l. Estimated GFR (eGFR) was calculated using the Chronic Kidney Disease 

Epidemiology Collaboration (CKD-EPI) formula [29]. Descriptive statistics of risk factors 

and event history of those at their first NDR visit in 2002 and alive at the end of 2011 are 

reported by sex. Mean values adjusted using linear regression for current age and age at 

diagnosis are also reported. Given the same individuals may have been alive in 2002 and at 

the end of 2011, we bootstrapped the sample at the individual level with 2000 replications to 

test for significant differences in the means of the risk factors’ between 2002 and 2011. 

Classification of deaths For those with type 1 diabetes, deaths were classified by cause of 

death into deaths related to CVD, renal disease and other causes. Where a general diabetes-

related ICD code was given as the primary cause of death, it was re-classified as CVD or 

renal death if a CVD or renal ICD code was found in the secondary causes [8, 30]. The 

specific ICD codes used can be found in the ESM Methods. 

General population Annual mortality rates and LE information by sex for the general 

Swedish population were obtained from Eurostat [31]. These were then used to estimate for 

each NDR individual the expected mortality by year if they had been exposed to the same 

mortality as the general population. Cause-specific mortality rates for the general population 

were also used. However, 2010 cause-specific mortality rates from Eurostat were used for 

2011 as the 2011 rates were not available. 

Statistical analysis We defined LE for people with type 1 diabetes as the expected remaining 

years to be lived for someone aged 20 with type 1 diabetes if they were exposed to the same 



mortality as the current mortality faced by older individuals alive and diagnosed with type 1 

diabetes (a period life table assumption). To do this we used abridged period life tables by 

sex for those with type 1 diabetes in Sweden aged 20 years and older, derived for 2002–06 

and 2007–11 using Chiang’s method for 5-year age intervals (plus an open-ended interval for 

80 years and older) [32]. The mortality rates for each age–sex–time group were calculated 

based on the number of deaths observed for each age–sex–time group in the period divided 

by the total time at risk observed for each age–sex–time group. As the NDR does not have 

paediatric data, we considered LE from 20 years. 

LE for people with type 1 diabetes was also compared with the LE of the general 

Swedish population. This allowed us to put into context changes observed in the population 

with type 1 diabetes vs the changes seen over this period in the general Swedish population 

and to quantify LE gaps at different ages. SMRs compared with rates in the general 

population were estimated using weights based on the population structure of individuals 

with type 1 diabetes in the NDR in 2010. In addition, to quantify the differences in type 1 

diabetes LE across countries, the LE results were compared with a recent Scottish study 

(2008–10) [17]. Bootstrap techniques were used to derive the 95% CI for LE and SMR, with 

1000 samples generated and sampling conducted at the individual level to reflect the 

sampling design. When no deaths were recorded in the population with type 1 diabetes the 

general population mortality rate for that period was used instead [17]. 

A Cox proportional hazards model was then estimated for survival where, first, only a 

linear trend for the year and the age at diagnosis were included as explanatory factors to see 

whether there was a systematic improvement in mortality rates over time. Second, we also 

included a number of other time-varying risk factors to explore the extent to which any trends 

observed could be explained by variations in these risk factors over time. Risk factor values 

were carried forward and updated when available at subsequent clinic visits, including values 

for micro- and macroalbuminuria. We did not directly control for a history of diabetes-related 

complications or events as it is expected that changes in the risk factors would act through 

reducing the occurrence of these complications, and death would naturally be a consequence 

of many of these complications. Finally, the trend in relative mortality compared with the 

general population was considered by including the natural log of the general population 

mortality rate for each sex as an offset variable in the Cox proportional hazard model where 

its coefficient was restricted to one. This allowed investigation of relative mortality changes 

over time [33, 34]. 

Several sensitivity analyses were conducted. First, we examined year-to-year trends 

by including a dummy variable for each year. Second, we included dummy variables for the 

year of NDR entry as additional explanatory variables to explore whether results were 

influenced by possible selection bias due to those entering the NDR sample earlier being 

systematically sicker or healthier than those who entered later. Third, we considered an 

expanded sample that included all those diagnosed under the age of 30 (including those on 

metformin or with insulin prescriptions missing). Fourth, we used multiple imputation with 

chained regressions (five imputations) to adjust for missing risk factor data [35]. 



To further investigate potential trends in specific causes of death, we employed a 

competing risk Cox proportional hazard model where deaths were split by the major causes 

of excess mortality in the population with type 1 diabetes: CVD-related, renal-disease-related 

and other causes. We explored whether a linear time trend was observed for each cause of 

death while controlling for age at diabetes diagnosis, as well as trends in relative mortality, 

by offsetting the model with the natural log of the general population cause-specific mortality 

rate by age group. All analyses were undertaken using STATA (StataCorp 2011. Stata 

Statistical Software: release 12.1. College Station, TX, USA). 

Results 

There were 27,841 people identified in the NDR as living with type 1 diabetes in Sweden and 

at risk of death at some point between 2002 and 2011 inclusive, contributing 194,685 person-

years of follow-up. Overall, 2,018 deaths were observed. The ages ranged from 17.0 years to 

97.7 years. 

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics, by sex, of risk factors and event history of 

those in the NDR at the first NDR visit in 2002 and alive at the end of 2011. The numbers 

alive in the registry increased during this period as more clinics registered their data in the 

NDR (see ESM Results for individuals added each year). The average level of some 

important risk factors changed significantly over this period: 17% more men and 13% more 

women reported being on lipid-lowering medication and also had lower HDL-cholesterol, 

LDL-cholesterol and triacylglycerols; HbA1c and BMI slightly increased while systolic BP 

and the proportion of smokers decreased. Renal function improved, with 5–6% fewer people 

with microalbuminuria and 3–4% fewer people with macroalbuminuria, while eGFR 

increased. The proportion of people alive with a prior history of diabetes-related events 

increased significantly for most event types for both men and women. Similar risk factor 

differences were seen even after adjusting for differences in age and age at diagnosis between 

the 2 years. 

LE trends for people with type 1 diabetes in Sweden Figure 1a, b illustrates cumulative 

mortality for the period 2002–06 and 2007–11 for those with type 1 diabetes and the general 

population for men and women, respectively. These graphs show a significant improvement 

in survival for men and little change for women over the two time periods. However, a large 

gap persists between the men and women with type 1 diabetes and the general populations. 

For those with type 1 diabetes, the estimated remaining LE at age 20 increased from 

47.7 (95% CI 46.6, 48.9) and 51.7 years (95% CI 50.3, 53.2) in 2002–06 to 49.8 (95% CI 

49.0, 50.7) and 51.9 years (95% CI 50.9, 52.9) in 2007–11 for men and women, respectively. 

Male LE significantly increased by 2.1 years (95% CI 0.7, 3.4), but female LE was 

unchanged (95% CI −1.6, 1.9). Figure 2a, b compares the expected remaining LE at each age 

for men and women with type 1 diabetes with that of the general population. 

LE gaps and SMRs compared with the general population for people with type 1 

diabetes in Sweden Overall, the Swedish LE gap at age 20 between those with type 1 

diabetes and the general population changed from 11.4 (95% CI 10.2, 12.4) to 10.2 (95% CI 



9.4, 11.1) years for men and from 11.6 (95% CI 10.1, 13.0) to 12.0 (95% CI 11.0, 13.0) years 

for women from 2002–06 to 2007–11. Neither of these changes was significant. The 2002–06 

SMR for men and women with type 1 diabetes compared with the general population was 

3.03 (95% CI 2.76, 3.31) and 3.38 (95% CI 2.98, 3.82), respectively. For 2007–11, the SMR 

was significantly lower at 2.56 (95% CI 2.37, 2.75) for men, while there was no significant 

change for women (3.74 [95% CI 3.42, 4.06]). Similar results hold for the sample including 

all those diagnosed < 30 years of age (see ESM Results). 

Testing for linear trends in mortality with survival models The Cox proportional hazard 

model with only a linear trend and age at diagnosis included, shows men with type 1 diabetes 

had a significant negative trend in terms of mortality with HR 0.971 (95% CI 0.950, 0.992) 

implying an approximate 3% reduction in mortality per year from 2002 till 2011 (Table 2). 

The same trend was absent for women, being both very small and not significant (0.996 [95% 

CI 0.970, 1.023]) (see ESM Fig. 2 for non-linear trend results). The second model in Table 2 

estimated the HR for the trend for mortality relative to the general population to be 0.993 

(95% CI 0.972, 1.016) and 1.017 (95% CI 0.990, 1.044) for men and women, respectively. 

These are insignificant and close to 1, suggesting a consistent trend in mortality for both the 

populations with type 1 diabetes and the general Swedish population. The third model in 

Table 2 illustrates that after controlling for changes in a number of clinical risk factors over 

time, the male trend in mortality was no longer significant (95% CI 0.979, 1.032). Significant 

risk factors for both male and female mortality included HbA1c, BMI, BP, triacylglycerol, 

microalbuminuria, macroalbuminuria, eGFR and smoking status. High BMI and systolic BP 

are, however, significant predictors of lower mortality after controlling for other factors. The 

results do not change when possible selection bias is accounted for (see ESM Results) and 

when multiple imputation is conducted for missing risk factor values (see ESM Results). 

Type 1 diabetes mortality trends by cause of death Figure 1c, d shows the cumulative 

CVD mortality events for men and women with type 1 diabetes and the general population. 

There were improvements for both men and women with type 1 diabetes over the two 

periods, but only the improvements in men were significant with logrank testing. There were 

large differences observed for CVD mortality events for those with type 1 diabetes vs the 

general population. However, renal and other causes showed little change over time (see 

ESM Fig. 3). 

Table 3 shows the linear trends in mortality, by sex, using Cox competing mortality 

models for CVD, renal disease and other mortality. Of the 1,183 total deaths in men, 50% 

(588) were related to CVD, 6% (66) to renal disease  and 45% (529) to other causes. For the 

833 deaths in women, 48% (404), 6% (49) and 46% (380) were classified as related to CVD, 

renal disease and other causes, respectively. The Cox competing risk models for CVD 

mortality showed a significant reduction in mortality over time, with a per year HR of 0.947 

(95% CI 0.917, 0.978) for men and 0.952 (95% CI 0.916, 0.989) for women. This suggests 

for both sexes an approximate 5% relative reduction in CVD mortality rates per year. As 

expected, an earlier age at diagnosis significantly increased cardiovascular mortality for both 

men and women. There was no significant relationship found between age at diabetes 

diagnosis and mortality for renal disease or other causes, though given the small number of 



deaths related to renal disease there was little power to detect such a relationship. A 

significant positive trend was found for other-cause mortality for women with type 1 diabetes 

relative to the general population. 

Discussion 

The estimated mortality rates of those with type 1 diabetes at different ages were comparable 

but slightly lower than those found in other studies [15]. From 2002–06 to 2007–11 the LE of 

those with type 1 diabetes in Sweden increased for men by about 2 years, with no comparable 

evidence of any increase for women. However, this has not significantly closed the LE gap 

with the general population for men in absolute terms as a similar improvement was seen in 

the general population. Given that the mortality trend for men disappeared when we 

controlled for risk factors, the secular trend for men could potentially be explained by 

changes in risk factors. When mortality was broken down into CVD, renal disease and other 

causes, we found that mortality relating to CVD significantly decreased from 2002–10 for 

both men and women. The improvement in CVD mortality coincided with the large increase 

in the proportion of the population with type 1 diabetes who reported being on lipid-lowering 

medication and the associated decrease in cholesterol over this period. However, similar 

relative improvements in the general Swedish population for CVD were also observed, which 

suggests a similar uptake in lipid-lowering medication in the general population [36]. Also, 

reductions in smoking rates for the population with type 1 diabetes were also likely to have 

contributed to the lower CVD mortality. For Swedes with type 1 diabetes at the age of 20, the 

LE gap vs the general population was about 10–11 and 11–12 years for men and women, 

respectively. Interestingly, the secular trend in mortality was no longer significant for men 

when we controlled for metabolic risk factors, many of which have a significant impact on 

mortality (e.g. the association between triacylglycerol level and mortality for both men and 

women) [37]. The seemingly counterintuitive results for BMI may be because a high BMI is 

a marker for good historic glycaemic control—in the DCCT study the intensive-treatment 

group had significantly higher BMI [38]—or because the positive effects of greater lean mass 

in overweight and obese older people counterbalance the negative effects of greater fat mass 

on mortality [39]. In addition, low systolic BP may be a marker for underlying poor health, in 

particular that due to heart failure [40]. 

The Swedish LE results for 2007–11 can be compared with evidence from Scottish 

people with type 1 diabetes (2008–10), where the remaining LE at age 20 for men was 

estimated to be 46.2 years (95% CI 45.3, 47.3) and for women 48.1 years (95% CI 46.9, 49.3) 

[17]. Thus, 20 year olds with type 1 diabetes in Sweden have, on average, an LE 3.5 (95% CI 

2.2, 4.8) and 3.8 (95% CI 2.2, 5.2) years longer than their Scottish counterparts for men and 

women, respectively. The Swedish type 1 diabetes LE gaps with the general population at age 

20 are smaller than the Scottish gaps by 0.8 (95% CI −0.5, 2.2) and 0.9 (95% CI −0.6, 2.4) 

years for men and women, respectively, though these are not significant [17]. The SMRs 

estimated in this study are of a similar magnitude to those found in a cohort covering a 

similar time span in Denmark [15], but were significantly lower than the SMRs found for 

men (3.8) and women (5.8) in a recent meta-analysis [41]. The ratio of female to male SMRs 

was lower in Sweden for the period 2002–06 (1.12), but higher for the period 2007–11 (1.46) 



than the ratio in a recent meta-analysis (1.37) [41]. However, care needs to be taken when 

making conclusions by comparing SMRs across populations with differences in underlying 

mortality risk because a larger relative difference in mortality may still be a smaller 

difference in absolute terms [42, 43]. This also applies to the current paper where gaps in LE 

are reported in absolute terms while the trends in the Cox regressions examine mortality 

differences in relative terms. 

Compared with previous studies that have estimated LE in people with type 1 diabetes 

[5, 17], the strengths of this study are the large representative sample, the long length of 

follow-up, measurement of clinical risk factors and completeness of data. This is attributable 

to the NDR data, a large register that has been linked to hospital, prescription and death data. 

The NDR includes the vast majority of the Swedish type 1 diabetes population; 91% of 18–

34 year olds identified with type 1 diabetes from a 2009 prescribing registry data could be 

matched to those in the NDR [44]. This makes the consistent estimation of life tables for this 

population possible. However, participation in the NDR is not compulsory and our analysis 

requires patients to make at least one clinic visit in or after 2002; hence our analysis may 

have excluded a small proportion of the older and sicker patients in the earlier years. The 

NDR tracks patients using their personal identification number. However, for patients who 

emigrate it is not possible to know whether or when they died, or information that would 

allow them to be censored. Those alive and without at least one insulin prescription filled per 

year after 2005 were excluded from the analysis, and this should have excluded all those with 

type 1 diabetes who emigrated. Given the short-term nature of the data available, the LE 

estimates are from period life tables rather than cohort life tables. This means that recent 

improvements in care that take time to translate into reduced mortality may not show up in 

such an analysis. In addition, there may be misclassified causes of death [45], with renal-

disease-related deaths misclassified as CVD or vice versa [13]. The Swedish renal mortality 

rates reported here are lower than those previously seen in a younger Japanese and US cohort 

where an expert committee based the cause of death classification on information from the 

attending physician or death certificates [14, 46–48]. However, the rates of end stage renal 

disease (ESRD) for those with type 1 diabetes in Sweden have previously been found to be 

low [49]. 

There is still some way to go in terms of improvement in care for those with type 1 

diabetes in order to close the gap with the general population. A significant proportion have 

elevated HbA1c levels and a recent paper based on the Swedish NDR highlighted the stark 

differences in mortality for those with well-controlled vs poorly controlled HbA1c [50]. In 

addition, with 10% of men and 13% of women still reported as current smokers in 2011, 

additional smoking cessation programmes could generate further improvements. While there 

have been large increases in the use of lipid-lowering medication, further expansion could 

generate additional gains given this population’s high underlying CVD risk. Future research 

might also provide individual specific LE estimates based on an individual’s characteristics in 

terms of their age at diagnosis, and risk factor and comorbidity profiles. This would provide 

useful information for an individual and allow them to better grasp the likely benefits of 

improving their overall risk. 
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Table 1 Descriptive statistics of those at their first NDR visit in 2002 and those alive at the end of 2011 

Characteristic 

Men  Women 

2002  2011  2002  2011 

Miss. 

(%) 

 

Mean 

SD, 

n 

Adj. 

mea

n 

 

Miss. 

(%) Mean 

SD, 

n 

Adj. 

mean 

 

Miss. 

(%) Mean 

SD, 

n 

Adj. 

mean 

 

Miss. 

(%) Mean 

SD, 

n 

Adj. 

mean 

Individuals in sample 
- 5,320  - - 

 
- 

14,32

3  
- - 

 
- 4,267  - - 

 
- 

11,50

0  
- - 

Current age (years) 0.0 41.2 13.5 -  0.0 42.4* 14.8 -  0.0 41.9 13.8 -  0.0 43.2* 15.2 - 

Age at diagnosis 

(years) 
0.0 15.9 7.7 - 

 
0.0 15.4* 7.6 - 

 
0.0 14.7 7.6 - 

 
0.0 14.3* 7.5 - 

HbA1c % (mmol/mol) 

1.4 
8.02 

(64.2) 

1.2 

 

8.03 

(64.2

) 

 

0.5 
8.04 

(64.4) 

1.3 

 

8.04 

(64.3) 

 

1.3 
8.07 

(64.7) 

1.3 

 

8.07 

(64.7) 

 

0.4 
8.11* 

(65.1) 

1.3 

 

8.11 

(65.1) 

BMI (kg/m2) 3.8 25.2 3.2 25.2  2.6 25.7* 3.8 25.6*  4.2 25.0 3.9 25.0  2.8 25.4* 4.4 25.4* 

Systolic BP (mmHg) 
1.8 130. 6 16.1 

130.

9 

 
0.7 

127.2

* 
14.4 

127.0

* 

 
1.9 127.8 18.2 128.4 

 
0.8 

123.3

* 
15.4 123.1* 

Triacylglycerol 

(mmol/l) 
44.1 1.22 0.9 1.22 

 
8.5 1.13* 0.8 1.13* 

 
46.1 1.08 0.7 1.08 

 
7.5 1.00* 0.6 1.00* 

HDL-cholesterol 

(mmol/l) 
46.6 1.52 0.4 1.52 

 
8.0 1.46* 0.4 1.45* 

 
48.5 1.74 0.5 1.74 

 
6.9 1.73* 0.5 1.72* 

LDL-cholesterol 

(mmol/l) 
47.4 2.86 0.8 2.86 

 
8.0 2.67* 0.8 2.67* 

 
49.1 2.78 0.8 2.78 

 
6.5 2.62* 0.8 2.62* 

Microalbuminuria (%)  4.0 25.7 1290 26.6  3.1 20.2* 2804 19.5*  3.6 22.0 903 22.6  2.5 15.9* 1779 15.5* 

Macroalbuminuria ( %)  4.0 11.6 581 12  3.1 7.7* 1063 7.3*  3.6 9.1 396 9.4  2.5 5.6* 623 5.4* 

eGFR (ml min−1 1.73 

m−2) 
36.6 91.5 22.9 91.3 

 
3.3 

100.7

* 
23.9 

101.5

* 

 
37.5 83.9 24.2 83.4 

 
2.9 96.9* 25.5 97.7* 

Smoker (%)  2.1 11.8 612 11.7  1.1 10.3* 1457 10.3*  1.7 15.1 632 15.0  0.9 13.0* 1484 13.1* 

Former smoker (%)  2.1 5.9 308 6.1  1.1 10.7* 1516 10.6*  1.7 7.3 306 7.4  0.9 12.7* 1451 12.7* 

Lipid medication (%)  6.0 19.5 973 20.9  1.1 35.9* 5091 35.2*  6.1 18.5 742 20.2  1.0 31.9* 3634 31.2* 

Prior MI (%)  0.0 3.0 162 3.4  0.0 3.6* 516 3.5  0.0 2.4 102 2.7  0.0 4.0* 462 3.9* 

Prior PCI (%)  0.0 1.2 65 1.4  0.0 2.9* 413 2.8*  0.0 1.2 52 1.4  0.0 3.2* 365 3.1* 

Prior CABG (%)  0.0 3.3 174 3.6  0.0 3.2 464 3.1*  0.0 2.5 106 2.8  0.0 3.0 340 2.8 

Prior stroke (%)  0.0 1.7 92 1.9  0.0 2.5* 359 2.4*  0.0 1.4 62 1.6  0.0 2.2* 248 2.1* 

Prior heart failure (%)  0.0 1.6 83 1.7  0.0 1.5 221 1.5  0.0 1.6 68 1.8  0.0 1.7 192 1.6 

Prior amputation (%)  0.0 3.4 26 3.7  0.0 3.7 141 3.5  0.0 4.8 15 5.0  0.0 4.0 74 3.9* 

Prior ESRD (%)  0.0 1.1 56 1.2  0.0 2.0* 285 2.0*  0.0 0.8 35 0.9  0.0 1.9* 209 1.9* 



Prior hypoglycaemia 

(%)  
0.0 11.0 585 11.3 

 
0.0 15.5* 2224 15.4* 

 
0.0 10.8 461 11.0 

 
0.0 14.9* 1717 14.8* 

Prior hyperglycaemia 

(%)  
0.0 7.5 398 7.4 

 
0.0 12.2* 1775 12.2* 

 
0.0 9.1 387 8.9 

 
0.0 15.4* 1794 15.5* 

*p<0.05 when testing whether there is a difference with the 2002 mean 

Adj. mean, adjusted mean,  the mean adjusted for current age and age at diagnosis calculated by pooling the 2002 and 2011 samples and adjusting for age and age at 

diagnosis using linear regression; CABG, coronary artery bypass graft; MI, myocardial infarction; Miss., missing, the percentage of individuals with no recorded risk factor 

data available at that particular point in time; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention



Table 2 Cox proportional hazard models for mortality and relative mortality for those with type 1 

diabetes 

Characteristic Men  Women 

HR 95% CI p value  HR 95% CI p value 

Trend and age at 

diagnosis only 
   

 
   

  Year 
0.971* 

(0.950, 

0.992) 
0.009 

 
0.996 (0.970, 1.023) 0.785 

  Age at diabetes 

diagnosis 
0.985* 

(0.977, 

0.992) 
<0.001 

 
0.980* (0.971, 0.988) <0.001 

Relative mortality 

against the general 

population 

   

 

   

  Year 
0.993 

(0.972, 

1.016) 
0.551 

 
1.017 (0.990, 1.044) 0.231 

  Age at diabetes 

diagnosis 
0.985* 

(0.977, 

0.992) 
<0.001 

 
0.979* (0.971, 0.988) <0.001 

  Number of deaths 1,183    833  

  Individuals 15,508    12,333  

  Person-years at risk 107,740    86,945  

Model accounting 

for risk factor 

changes 

   

 

   

  Year 
1.005 

(0.979, 

1.032) 
0.699 

 
1.017 (0.985, 1.051) 0.297 

  Age at diabetes 

diagnosis 
0.994 

(0.986, 

1.003) 
0.190 

 
0.994 (0.983, 1.005) 0.266 

  Loge(HbA1c,%) 
2.641* 

(1.659, 

4.206) 
<0.001 

 
2.558* (1.492, 4.386) 0.001 

  BMI 
0.968* 

(0.950, 

0.986) 
0.001 

 
0.971* (0.954, 0.989) 0.002 

  Systolic BP 
0.992* 

(0.988, 

0.996) 
<0.001 

 
0.993* (0.988, 0.997) 0.001 

  Triacylglycerol 1.256* (1.169, <0.001  1.281* (1.176, 1.395) <0.001 



1.351) 

  HDL-

cholesterol 
1.121 

(0.967, 

1.301) 
0.131 

 
0.754* (0.636, 0.895) 0.001 

  LDL-

cholesterol 
1.060 

(0.979, 

1.148) 
0.149 

 
0.988 (0.902, 1.082) 0.788 

  

Microalbuminuria 
1.691* 

(1.419, 

2.015) 
<0.001 

 
1.714* (1.392, 2.111) <0.001 

  

Macroalbuminuria 
1.532* 

(1.259, 

1.864) 
<0.001 

 
1.263 (0.979, 1.630) 0.073 

  Loge(eGFR) 
0.481* 

(0.427, 

0.543) 
<0.001 

 
0.437* (0.380, 0.502) <0.001 

  Smoker 
1.970* 

(1.644, 

2.361) 
<0.001 

 

1.675* (1.336, 2.100) <0.001 

  Former smoker 
1.244* 

(1.025, 

1.510) 
0.027 

 
1.240 (0.983, 1.565) 0.069 

  Number of deaths 912    632  

  Individuals 13,342    10,743  

  Person-years at risk  85,181    69,543  

The albuminuria results are relative to normoalbuminuria 

Cox regressions were fitted separately by sex and included age at diagnosis because these 

factors are considered external factors which influence mortality risk. The missing risk factor 

data meant that the model that accounts for risk factor changes has fewer person-years at risk 

and deaths; results using multiple imputation are reported in ESM Results. The offset models 

have the natural log of the general population mortality rate for each sex included in the Cox 

proportional hazard model with the coefficient restricted to one. All models (apart from the 

male model accounting for changes in risk factors) did not find enough evidence at the 5% 

level of significant to reject the assumption of proportional hazards. For the male model, 

which accounts for risk factor changes, there is evidence to suggest a change in the HR over 

age for both HDL-cholesterol and systolic BP. However, accounting for this does not impact 

on the implied trend 
*
p<0.05 

 



Table 3 Trends for CVD, ESRD and other mortality by sex from Cox competing hazard models 

Result Mortality HR (95% CI) [p value] 

Men   Women 

CVD  

>30 years 

ESRD  

>50 years 

Other  

All years 

 CVD  

>30 years 

ESRD  

>50 years 

Other  

All years 

Annual trend 0.947* 

(0.917, 

0.978) 

[0.001] 

1.044 

(0.944, 1.153) 

[0.404] 

1.006 

(0.985, 

1.008) 

[0.706] 

 
0.952* 

(0.916, 0.989) 

[0.012] 

1.071 

(0.948, 1.210) 

[0.140] 

1.038 

(0.999, 

1.078) 

[0.054] 

Age at diabetes diagnosis 0.983* 

(0.972, 

0.993) 

[0.001] 

0.987 

(0.951, 1.025) 

[0.495] 

0.996 

(0.985, 

1.039) 

[0.507] 

 
0.976* 

(0.963, 0.989) 

[<0.001] 

0.965 

(0.925, 1.007) 

[0.101] 

0.995 

(0.982, 

1.009) 

[0.496] 

Relative mortality with the general population, 

offset with general population cause-specific 

mortality 

  

  

 

  

  Annual trend 0.985 

(0.954, 

1.017) 

[0.363] 

1.050 

(0.949, 1.161) 

[0.346] 

1.016 

(0.984, 1.050) 

[0.321] 

 
0.989 

(0.953, 1.027) 

[0.561] 

1.100 

(0.970, 1.248) 

[0.138] 

1.052* 

(1.013, 

1.093) 

[0.008] 



  Age at diabetes diagnosis 0.981* 

(0.970, 

0.992) 

[0.001] 

0.985 

(0.948, 1.023) 

[0.431] 

0.995 

(0.983, 1.006) 

[0.347] 

 
0.973* 

(0.961, 0.986) 

[<0.001] 

0.962 

(0.921, 1.004) 

[0.073] 

0.994 

(0.980, 

1.007) 

[0.364] 

  Number of deaths 587 53 529  404 39 380 

  Person-years at risk 82,187 70,489 107,562  67,194 58,475 86,823 

For CVD and renal mortality there were very few events under the ages of 30 and 50 years, respectively. In some years the general population mortality rates 

in these younger ages were estimated to be zero, which makes it difficult to consider differences in mortality from a relative perspective. Therefore, only 

mortality above age 30 and 50 years was considered for CVD and renal causes, respectively, while all ages were considered for the other-cause mortality. 

General population disease-specific mortality rates were only available up until the end of 2010 and therefore 2010 rates were used for 2011 

*p<0.05 
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Fig. 1 All-cause and CVD cumulative mortality by age and sex of those with type 1 

diabetes vs the general population from 2002–06 to 2007–11. (a) Men, all-cause mortality; 

(b) women, all-cause mortality; (c) men, CVD mortality events; and (d) women, CVD 

mortality events. Blue, NDR population with type 1 diabetes 2002–06; red, NDR population 

with type 1 diabetes 2007–11; green, general population 2002–06; orange, general population 

2007–11. Dotted lines represent 95% CI for the cumulative mortality. The cumulative 

mortality for the general population is the expected cumulative mortality if those with type 1 

diabetes had the same annual mortality rate as the general population. The logrank test for the 

two time periods found significant differences for all-cause (p=0.001) and CVD (p<0.001) 

mortality for men but no significant evidence for all-cause (p=0.968) or CVD mortality 

(p=0.063) for women, though a test for a trend in the mortality function for women based on 

the year found a significant trend for CVD mortality (p=0.023) 

Fig. 2 Remaining LE for those with type 1 diabetes compared with the general population. 

(a) Men; and (b) women. Blue, NDR population with type 1 diabetes 2002–06; red, NDR 

population with type 1 diabetes 2007–11; green, general population 2002–06; orange, general 

population 2007–11. Dotted lines represent 95% CI around the expected remaining LE at 

each age for the NDR population 
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